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Eric Stoltz gives one of his most powerful performances as
Frank Stirn, who moves with his family to become a barber for
the American Army and POW camp at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin,
in the summer of 1944. Embittered that he cannot fight, Frank
must take a stand when a Nazi SS Officer threatens his wife
(Kate Connor, playing her real-life grandmother). Her Catholic
sister falls for a Jewish soldier haunted by the battle of Monte
Cassino and the death of his best friend.
Camryn Manheim is their audacious friend who encourages the
couple, while Seymour Cassel is the priest who cannot. Frank’s
daughter befriends a German prisoner boy during this magical
summer, but war still finds its victims even thousands of miles
from the battlefields in rural America.
Co-Directed: Kate Connor and Michael Worth
Written and Produced by: Kate Connor
Starring: Eric Stoltz, Kate Connor, Lyndsy Fonseca, Andy Hirsch,
Camryn Manheim with Brendan Fehr and Seymour Cassel
Drama
Running Time: 101 min.
MPAA Rating: R
Theatrical Availability: July 18th
Format: Digital (DCP, Blu-ray, DVD)
Trailer: Digital
www.montereymedia.com/fortmccoy/

“A heartfelt, personal film with great performances.” - The Hollywood Reporter
“Handsomely crafted. An appealingly sentimental drama about homefront life during W.W.II. Fonseca and
Hirsch give winning performances as the young lovers.” - Variety
“An undeniable sincerity coupled with a solid cast... there's a strong heartbeat
at the center of this film” - Moving Pictures
“Captures the human drama on the homefront as few films ever have” - Examiner
“Elegant. Wonderful. Shows that love and goodness still remain the saving graces of humanity.
The performances are excellent. The characters are so rich. Stoltz underplays beautifully.
The lovely Connor is the solid center of the film.” – We Are Movie Geeks
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